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Abstract— Data mining is the fast growing area today which is
the process of Semi-automatically analyzing large databases to
find useful patterns. The association rule technique is used in
data mining for revealing some interesting relationship between
locally and globally large item sets. The current leading protocol
is Kantarcioglu and Clifton which is also known as K&C
protocol. This paper introduces a protocol which is based on
unsecured distributed version of Apriori algorithm which is
known as Fast Distributed Mining (FDM) algorithm, that
generate small number of candidate sets. The main ingredients in
this protocol are two novel secure multi-party algorithms – one
that computes the union of private subsets that each of the
interacting players hold, and another that tests an element held
by one player is included in a subset held by another. This
protocol offers enhanced security with respect to the earlier
protocol.
Keywords— Distributed computation, Secure mining, Association
rules, Frequent item sets, Multi-party

I. INTRODUCTION
Data miningis the process of semi-automatically analyzing
large databases to find useful patterns. i.e. to extract important
knowledge from large data collections but sometimes these
collections are split among various parties. Privacy liability
may prevent the parties from directly data sharing, and some
types of information about the data. This paper studies the
problem of association rules mining in horizontally distributed
databases & their solution. In the distributed databases, there
are several players that hold homogeneous databases which
share the same schema but hold information on distinct
entities. The goal is to find association rules with support ‘s’
and confidence ‘c’ to minimize the information disclosed
about the private databases held by those players [1].
In distributed databases, there are N numbers of different
sites containing database D1, D2, . . . , Dn respectively. In
horizontally partitioned databases, the database D separating
into different parts D1, D2, . . . , Dn such that each part Di
contains same attribute set Xi but distinct set of data tuples.
For each database the set of shared attributes S which is the
same as Xi. In vertically distributed databases, the database D
separating into different parts D1, D2, . . . , Dn, such that each
part Di contains same may share some attributes with another
database Dj where i is not same as j. Vertically partitioned

datasets to share knowledge across the different participating
nodes.
Association rules are if-then statements that help uncover
relationships between seemingly unrelated data in a relational
databases or other information storage [2]. An example of
association rule is "If a customer who purchases a computer,
also tend to buy antivirus software”. In association rules an
antecedent which is if part is on left side and a consequent
which is then part is on right side. An antecedent is an item
found in the data. A consequent is an item that is founded
which combined with the antecedent. Association rules are
generated by analyzing data for frequent if/then patterns and
using the criteria support and confidence to identify the most
important relationships. Support is measure of what fraction
of population satisfies both the antecedent and the consequent
of the rule. Confidence is measure of how often consequent is
true when antecedent is true.
This paper defines a secure multi-party computation
problem, there are various sites (or players) which hold
homogeneous databases that share same schema but hold
information on different entities. There are M players that
hold private inputs, x1, . . . , xM, and they want to compute
securely y = f(x1, . . . , xM) for some public function f. If there
is trusted third party is exist, the players can give to him their
inputs and he perform the function evaluation and send to
them the resulting output. If such a trusted third party is
absent, it is needed to create a protocol that the players can
run on their own in order to arrive at the required output y. If
no player can learn from his view of the protocol more than
what he would have learn in the idealized setting where the
computation is carried out by a trusted third party then that
protocol is considered as perfectly secure. In our problem, the
inputs are partial databases and generate list of association
rules that hold in unified databases with support and
confidence not smaller than given threshold s and c
respectively.
Kantarcioglu and Clifton studied that problem in [3] and
develop a protocol for its solution. The main part of protocol
is sub-protocol for the secure computation of union of private
subsets that are held by different players. The improved
protocol is based on two novel secure multi-party algorithms
using these algorithms the protocol provides enhanced
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privaacy, security and efficienccy as it uses commutativve
encrryption.
In
I this paper the improvedd UniFI protoccol is involveed
whicch include two secure multipaarty algorithmss:
1. Computinng the intersecttion and union of own subsetts
that each interacting plaayers hold.
2. Tests an element heldd by one playyer included iin
subset helld by another.
The protocols of [3], as well as herein, arre based on thhe
Fast Distributed Mining
M
(FDM)) algorithm off Cheung et aal.
[4], which is an unsecured
u
distrributed Apriorii algorithm annd
anon
nymous ID asssignment [5]. In that playyer finds theiir
locally s-frequent item sets theen the players check each of
o
them
m to find outt globally s-frrequent item set. The FDM
M
algo
orithm is as folllows:
1. Fiirstly Players must
m be initializzed
2. Seecondly each player
p
must com
mpute the set of
o (k-1) item
sets.
3. Divide the item sets and retainns only those which
w
are locallly
s-freequent
4. Brroadcasting off item sets by inndividual playeers.
5. Next
N local suppoort is computedd.
6. Fiinally mining result
r
is broadccasted.
The
T FDM alggorithm is starrt by finding all globally ss
frequ
uent single iteems. Then it finds all globallly s-frequent 22
item
m sets, till it finnds the longest globally s-freq
quent item setss.
At th
he (K + 1)th iteeration of the FDM it will find
fi no (K + 1))globbally s-frequennt item sets, where
w
K is thee length of thaat
item
m sets, and then
n it terminates.
II. LITERATUR
RE REVIEW
The
T before old
d work in securre data mining has considereed
two related settinggs. first the daata owner and the data mineer
are two different entities, and then, in whiich the data iis
m
distrributed among several partiees who aim to jointly perform
data mining on thee unified corpus of data that thhey hold.
In
I the first settting, the mainn goal is to protect
p
the datta
records from the data miner. The main appproach in thiis
y data perturbaation [6], [7]. The
T idea is thaat
conttext is to apply
the perturbed
p
dataa can be used to infer general trends in thhe
data, without exposing original reecord informattion.
In
I the second setting, the gooal is to perforrm data mininng
whille protecting thhe data recordds of each of the
t data ownerrs
from
m the other dataa owners. Thiss is a problem of
o secure multiiparty
y computationn. The typicaal method is cryptographiic
insteead of probabillistic. The probblem of distribuuted associatioon
rule mining in th
he vertical parrtitioning was studied in [8],
wherre each party holds a differrent set of attrributes, and thhe
horizzontal partitiooning in [1], [9], but largee-scale system
ms
conssidered in [9],, on top of thhe parties thatt hold the datta
records there are also managerrs which are computers thaat
m
anotther assumptioon
assisst the resourcees to decrypt messages;
mad
de in [9] that diistinguishes it from
f
[3] and thhe present studdy
is thhat no collusiions occur between the diffferent networrk
nodees—resources or
o managers.

The problem
p
of seecure multiparrty computatioon of the
union of private
p
sets waas studied in [10],
[
[11], as well
w as in
[3]. Freedman et al. [6] proposed
d a privacy-ppreserving
f set interseections. It useed to computee also set
protocol for
unions thhrough set coomplements. Kissner
K
and Song
S
[11]
present a method for reepresenting setts for polynom
mials, and
give severral privacy-preeserving protoocols for set ooperations.
They alsoo consider the threshold set
s union probblem that
related too the threshhold function.. The comm
munication
overhead of the solutionns in those tw
wo works, as well
w as in
[3]’s and in our solutionns, depends linnearly on the size
s of the
ground seet. However, as the protoccols in [10], [11] use
homomorpphic encryption, while that of
o [3] uses com
mmutative
encryptionn. The problem
m of set incluusion can be seen as a
simplifiedd version of thhe privacy-presserving keyword search.
If w = xi for some 1
i
n whichh is one of the server’s
keywords,, the client shhould get the consistent
c
pi. The
T client
should gett notified thatinn case w differrs from all xi. Freedman
et al. [6] solved the priivacy requirem
ments are that the client
gets no innformation aboout other pairs in the server’ss database
and the seerver gets no innformation abo
out w. Supposse we take
the emptyy string, only innformation the client gets is w
whether or
not w is in the set {x1, . . . , xn}. However, thee privacypreserving
g keyword seearch problem
m reduces too the set
inclusion problem.
p
III. RELATED
R
WO
ORK
In this topic we disccuss the securee implementation of step
F
algorithm
m, i.e., the seccure computatiion of the
4 in the FDM
union of
.
A. All loccally Frequentt Item set Securre Computationn
In this section, we eexplain three prrotocols, first is
i used for
unifying list of locallyy frequent iteem sets. Seconnd is for
computingg the OR of private bin
nary vectors. Third is
computingg the set inclussion. Commutaative encryption as [3] is
an importaant tool that caan be used in many
m
Privacy-ppreserving
protocols. And the fouurth protocol is used for thhe secure
computatiion of locally fr
frequent item seets.
1) UniFI-KC
U
Prottocol:
UniFII-KC Protocoll of [3] is prooposed by Kanntarcioglu
and Cliftoon for calculating unified lisst of all locallyy frequent
item sets
and they wish to conttinue and
w
which
is set of
o all (k-1) globally scalculate
from
frequent ittem sets.UniFII-KC Protocol is used for, to secure the
locally freequent item setts using private key and hashh function
and also remove
r
the fakked item sets Xm
X which are generated
at time of encryption.
A (
) be tthe set of all applicant
a
k-item
m sets are
Let, Ap
generated by Apriori alggorithm from set of globally s-frequent
item sets
, which
. The inpuut is collection of item sets
is defined
d in Steps 2-33 of the FDM algorithm. Thhe
is
subset of Ap(
A
). Thee outputof the protocol is thee union of
whicch is . In thee first iterationn the players coompute all
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s-frequent 1-item sets at k = 1. In the next time they calculate
all s-frequent 2-item sets, and so forth, till the k< L in which
they not find s-frequent k-item sets.
Steps of UniFI-KC protocol is as proceed:
1. Select the cryptographic primal
Player chooses commutative cipher and its consistent
random secret keyKm to each player Pm.
- For encryption, players choose a hash function h to
apply on all item sets.
- The players construct a lookup table with hash values
).
of all candidate item sets which is from Ap(
2. Encrypts the all candidate item sets
,
- Players hashed all item sets in
, and encrypts
that using a secret random key Km.
- Players adds to consequent set Xm which is faked
item sets till its size becomes | Ap(
)|
- Player transmits the arrangement of Xm to next
Player and takes the arrangement of Xm-1 from
previous playerfor M-1 times.
- Player calculates a newconsequent set
by
encoding the previous player’s consequent set
using random secret key Km.
- Player hold an encryption of hashed candidate set
,
using all M players.
3. Combining the Item sets
- Player combines the list of encrypted item sets and
computes the union of private subset.
- For combining item sets, firstly combine the each
odd and even players and that are sends his encrypted
set to player P1 and P2 respectively.
- P1 combines the item sets list which is sent by odd
and even players and removes duplicates from that
.
list. The final list denoted by
4. Decrypts the candidate item sets
- Player decrypts all item sets in
, using secret
random key Km, the consequent set by .
- For replacing hashed values with actual item sets and
identifying and removing the fake item sets, player
operates the lookup table T. Then retrieves .
to all his peers.
- Pm transmits
2) t-Threshold Protocol:
Protocol Threshold is a secure multi party protocol for
computing the OR of private binary vectors. The UniFI-KC
protocol safely calculates the union of private subsets of
publicly known ground set Ap(
).That problem is similar
to problem of calculating OR of private vectors. Actually, if
the ground set is, Ω={ω1,…,ωn}then any subset B of Ω may
be described band employs less cryptographic primitives. The
Protocol t-Threshold computes a larger range of functions, is
known as threshold functions. That protocol is use the secure
summation protocol of [12] in order to compute shares of the
sum vector and then use those shares to securely verify the
threshold conditions in each component.

Let b=(b1,…,bn) be the characteristic binary vector where
bi = 1 if and only if ωi
B otherwise it is zero. The own
subset's union set is illustrated by the OR of those own vectors
b =
. Protocol t-Threshold is used for calculating
function which can be evaluated and protected by generic
solutions mentioned in [13], [14]. The threshold function
defined in [1] is more efficient than those generic solutions
and simple to understand the program. It is also much simple
than Protocol UNIFI-KC.
The OR function of
is the 1- threshold function which
,..,
, and the AND function of
is Mis same as
threshold function which is same as
, . . , ). Those
cases may be used for secure computation of locally frequent
item sets, to compute in a privacy-preserving manner unions
and intersections of private subsets.
Steps of Threshold protocol are as follows:
1. Firstly player chooses the random shares in input
binary vector and sends the consequent share to all
other players.
2. Each player calculates the sl by adding the shares and
sends to P1.
3. P1calculates s by adding the all slof M-1 players.
4. Players P1 and PM hold additive shares of the sum
vector a: P1 has s, PM has sM.
5. The set b(i)=0, 1≤ i ≤ n, if
1
otherwise set b (i) =1.
The only P1 knows the value of s(i) while only PM knows
the set (i). In the OR function, t = 1, which is appropriate for
us, the set (i) is of size 1, and therefore it is the problem of
insensitive string comparison, which is solved in, e.g., [15].
Then M >2, invoke secure protocols of [6] or [15] no need to
invoke. Actually, as M > 2, the existence of other semi-honest
players can be used to verify the inclusion much more easily.
This is done in Protocol 3 (SetInc) which we proceed to
describe at next.
3) SetInc Protocol:
Protocol SetInc included three players: P1 has a vectorsof
elements in some ground set Ω, PMhas a vector of subsets of
that ground set and the output which isrequired as a vector
bthat describes the consequent set inclusions in the following
manner:b(i)=0 if s(i)
andotherwiseb(i)=1, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
The calculation in the protocol includes a third player P2.
Steps for SetInc Protocol as proceed:
1. Players P1 and PM agree on a keyed hash function
(e.g., HMAC [16]), and a corresponding secret key
K.
2. Player P1 converts his sequence of elementssinto
corresponding signatures,s’, where s’ is the keyed
hash function of s and PM does a similar conversions
to the subsets which that he holds.
3. Player P1 sends s’ to P2, and PM sends to P2 the
subsets
, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the elements within each
subset are randomly arranged.
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4.

Player P2 performs the significant inclusion
verifications on the signature values. If he discover
that for a given 1≤ i ≤ n, P2 sets,b(i)=0, if , s’(i)
’(i) ,otherwiseb(i)=1.
5. Player P2transmits vector b.
The liability of Protocol THRESHOLD-C to association is not
important because of two reasons:
i. The sum vector entries do not show information
about particular input vectors.
ii. The players P1, PM and P2areconspire together to
study information else where the intention of the
protocol.
4) An Improved Protocol:
An improved protocol is used for the secure calculation of
all locally frequent item sets. The set of all globally frequent
(k - 1)-item sets denoted byAp(
).Apriori algorithm
applied on
and generates the set of k-item sets.The sets
of locally frequent k-item sets, , , 1 ≤ m ≤ Mare subsets
).They may be encoded as binary vectors of
ofAp(
)|.The binary vector which is encoded in the
length|Ap(
,
union of
which is the OR of the vectors that encoded
.
. By invoking
form of the locally frequent item sets
Threshold-C Protocol on binary input vectors, the players can
calculate the union. That is summarized in Protocol 4 (UniFI).
Steps of UniFI protocol:Securely unifying lists of all locally
frequent item sets:
.
1. Encodethe subset
by each player Pmas binary
vector bm of length|Ap (
)|.
2. The players invoke protocol Threshold-C for
calculating bwhich is same as OR of .
) is the superset of
which is asserted by
3. Ap(
b.
5) Privacy:
We start by analyzing the privacy which tendered by
Protocol UniFI-KC which does not respect perfect privacy
since it discover to the player information that is not implied
by their own input and the final output. By using the fake item
sets each player increases the Xm set in step 2 of Uni-KC
protocol. Those fake items sets are random string chosen
commutative cipher are not necessary for avoiding hash and
encryption calculations. At the end of step 1, the possibility of
two players selecting a random string is negligible. Therefore,
each encrypted item set exists in two separate lists that
indicate the high probability a true item set that means locally
s-frequent in both of the consistent sites.
The Protocol UniFI-KC exposes the following excess
information:
1. P1 and P2 may speculate for any subset of the odd
players and even players respectively, the number of
item sets that are locally supported by all of them.
2. At least one odd player and at least one even player
support the number of item sets which may be
speculated by P1.

If P1 and P2 conspire together, and they expose for
any subset of the players the number of item sets that
are locally supported by all of them.
The privacy tendered by Protocol UniFI, there two cases are
considered:
i. Without collusions - In that, the UniFI protocol
tender computational privacy with respect to P2 and
exact privacy with respect to all players Pm, m ≠ 2.
The latter protocol exposes information to P1 and P2
if they not joinwith any other player therefore that
privacy better than that offered by Protocol UniFIKC.
ii. Withcollusions - There are both UniFI-KC and UniFI
Protocols allow the joining parties to study
prohibited information.
The excess information of Uni-FI protocol may be
extracted by P1 and P2are commonly the number of frequent
item sets between any subset of the players which might be
benefited from collusion. While only P1, P2 and PMin UniFI
protocol can extract additional information if any two of them
conspire together as in [1], they can study the sum of all
private vectors. The number of sites in Ap(
) is frequent,
when the sum make known for each specific item set in that.
To review without collusions, the UniFI protocol exposes
no excess information, and, with collusions, the UniFI
protocol exposes excess information leaves the partial
databases totally identical; therefore it offers enhanced
privacy preservation in comparison to Protocol UniFI-KC.
3.

B. Identifying the Globally s- frequent item set
The UniFI-KC and UniFI Protocols produce the set
that consists of all locally s-frequent item sets in at least one
site. Those k-item sets have potential to be also globally sfrequent. In order to expose those item sets is globally sfrequent there is a need to securely calculate the support of
each of those item sets. That computation must not expose the
local support in any of the sites.
Here we describe the solution that considered two
possible settings which was proposed by Kantarcioglu and
Clifton.
1. If the required output includes all globally s-frequent
item sets, and also the sizes of their supports, then the
values of ∆
can be exposed for all
In such
a case, those values may be calculated using a secure
summation protocol (e.g., [12]), where the private
summand of Pm is
.
2. The part of the required output not contains support
sizes.
As |∆ |
,an item set
is s-frequent if and
only if∆
for q = 2N + 1 and then to check the
inequality by starting an implementation of the secure
summation protocol of [12] on the private inputs
mod q. In such protocol, all players jointly calculate
random additive shares of the required sum ∆
and then, by
sending all shares to P1, he may add them and expose the sum.
The P1 will have one random share, s1(x), of, ∆ ,and PM will
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have a consistent share,sM(x) that means,s1(x) + sM(x) is same
as ∆
if PM with holds his share of the sum.
The Yao proposed the generic secure circuit evaluation.
Yao’s protocol is designed for the two-party case. Here, the
setting, as M>2, there exist additional semi-honest players.

added calculating time in such a protocol is expected to
dominate the cost of the secure computation of the union of all
locally s-frequent item sets as shown in [7]. Therefore, the
enhanced security offered by such a protocol is accompanied
by increased implementation costs.

C. All (s, c) Association rules
The set Fs is of all s-frequent item sets is found, we start
to look for all (s, c)-association rules that means support is at
least sN and confidence is at least c, as described in [3].The X
Y holds with support s if s% of transactions in D contain X
Y and with confidence c if c% of the transactions in D that
contain X also contain Y. Rules that have s greater than a
user-specified support is known as minimum support or
threshold support and a c greater than a user-specified
confidence is known as minimum confidence or threshold
confidence.
The support of a rule is defined as,
supp(X) = number of transactions that contain X / total
number of Transactions.
The confidence of a rule is defined as,
conf(X =>Y) = sup(X U Y)/ supp(X).
For X, Y is present in where,
the compatible
association rule X => Y has confidence at least c if and only
if,
/
. If |Cx,y| ≤ N, then by taking q =
2N + 1, the players can verify in parallel, for all candidate
association rules.
By induction, assume that we found all (s, c) -rules with
j-consequents for all 1 ≤ j ≤l-1. To find all (s, c) -rules with lconsequents depends on X => Y is an (s, c) -rule only if
if Z is
X=>Y’ were found to be (s, c) -rules for all
belongs to and Z=X Y where,
and |Y| = l.
Hence, we create all candidate rules with l-consequents and
test them in parallel.
It usually aims at finding association rules of the form X
=> Y where |Y| = 1, or at least |Y| = l for some small
constantl. The above procedure may proceed till all candidate
association rules, with no upper bounds of the resulting size,
are found.

IV. CONCLUSION
Data mining describes applications that look for hidden
knowledge or patterns in large amounts of data. In this paper
improved protocol for secure mining of association rules in
horizontally distributed databases. The improved protocol get
better the current leading protocol in terms of privacy. The
one ingredients of two novel secure multi-party protocol is for
calculating the union of private subsets that each of the
interacting players hold. And another ingredient is a protocol
that tests an element held by one player included in a subset
held by another. That data mining has a very important role in
our life, so we use and handle it regularly. Therefore privacy
and security should be provided to database.

D. Fully Secure Protocol
In the step 2-4 in FDM algorithm,the players distribute
the local pruning and union calculation and, test all candidate
item sets in Ap(
) are globally s-frequent. That protocol is
fully secure, as it exposes only the set of globally s-frequent
item sets but no further information about the partial
databases. As discussed in [3], such a protocol would be much
more costly since it requires each player to compute the local
support of |Ap(
)| item sets in the kth round instead of only
| | item sets which is union set of , . The players will
execute the secure comparison protocol to verify inequality
(6) for |Ap(
)| rather than only | |, item sets. Both types
of added operations are very costly: the time to calculate the
support size relies linearly on the size of the database, while
the secure comparison protocol entails a costly oblivious
transfer sub-protocol. |Ap(
)| is much larger than | |, the
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